How quickly can we correct errors?

Corrected errors

I. Cost of contact
II. Cost of correction
III. Cost of prevention
GRID as QWAS

- Hold
- Sunday
- Family
- Week
- Today

IN

Example
- Shopping
- Project List

Example Video
- "Flickr Stone"
Please make a plan for each project.

Example: Running = need action
- 10,000 sq ft = checklist for
  
  keeping track of whole episode to
  
  - 20,000 sq ft = area of responsibility...
- 30,000 sq ft = annual goals
- 40,000 sq ft = 5 year goals
- 50,000 sq ft = purpose

What is 20,000 sq ft (or) for "The Lemon:"?

- Stability C & M - 3

1 - guard
2 - repeater
3 - controller
4 - memory
5 - op. times
GTD

Running → GTD + E

10,000 ft → Reading project
20,000 ft → Stable but not part of category?
30,000 ft → Annual status

40,000 ft → Vision of a GTD system mixed with different systems etc., including home & work.

50,000 ft → "mind like water"

Proposition project?

What would happen if I asked David Allen toarden my system?

[Diagram]

[Diagram]

⇒ BUT there is no proposition here!
Maslow
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"mind, love, nature"
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stocks, bonds, cash, property, income
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control
here & now
perspective
Perspective

50,000 life
40,000 5 years
30,000 year
20,000 month
10,000 week

collect - clarity - organize - reflect - action
LIFE
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YEAR
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collect data, analyze, reflect, achieve